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Abstract
Wedevelop awavefunction approach to describe the scattering of two photons on a quantum emitter
embedded in a one-dimensional waveguide. Ourmethod allows us to calculate the exact dynamics of
the complete system at all times, as well as the transmission properties of the emitter.We show that the
nonlinearity of the emitter with respect to incoming photons depends strongly on the emitter excita-
tion and the spectral shape of the incoming pulses, resulting in transmission of the photonswhich
depends crucially on their separation andwidth. In addition, for counter-propagating pulses, we ana-
lyze the induced level of quantum correlations in the scattered state, andwe show that the emitter
behaves as a nonlinear beam-splitter when the spectral width of the photon pulses is similar to the
emitter decay rate.
1. Introduction
Single photons play an important role inmany of the rapidly emerging quantum technologies [1, 2], including
quantum communication [3], quantummetrology [4], and optical quantum information processing [5]. The
most ambitious of these technologies require themanipulation of data encoded in the state of the photons,
necessitating both single and two-photon gates [5–7].Whilst single-photon gates can be readily implemented
with passive linear optical components, photons do not inherently interact, and two-photon gates therefore
typically require nonlinear components [7, 8]. Owing to the usually weak nature of these nonlinearities, their
utilization at the few-photon level represents a signiﬁcant challenge.
Signiﬁcant progress has beenmade, however, by utilizing the relatively strong light–matter interaction
between photons and semiconductor quantumdots [9–11]. The idea is to use these nano-structures as ‘third-
parties’, in order to achieve an effective interaction between two otherwise non-interacting photons.
Additionally, quantumdots can be placed in various structures to allow for guidance of the incoming and
outgoing photons. These setups include quantumdots in photonic nanowires [2], close to plasmonic
waveguides [12, 13], and inside line defects of photonic crystal waveguide slabs [14]. The last of these systems
opens up the intriguing possibility of all-optical on-chip integrated circuits [1, 15], with the demonstration of
extremely high coupling efﬁciencies between quantumdots andwaveguidemodes having recently been
achieved [16], as too has the precise positioning of quantumdots on substrates thanks to improvements in
fabrication techniques [17].
The dynamics of a quantum two-level emitter (TLE) interactingwith single-photonwavepackets of
inﬁnitely narrow bandwidth in a photonicwaveguide is well understood. In this scenario, the emitter does not
become appreciably populated, and the resulting dynamical (Markovian) equations can be solved.Notably,
scattering on a resonant TLE results in total reﬂection due to destructive interference between the scattered ﬁeld
and the incoming ﬁeld on the transmission side of the TLE [18, 19]. Intrinsic losses, such as phonon coupling
and other non-radiative processes are known to deteriorate this complete destructive interference effect [20], as
too does decay of the emitter intomodes other than the guidedmode.Deviations are also expected for scattering
of non-monochromatic photon pulses when the ﬁnite width of the incoming pulses is taken into account,
resulting in non-zero transmission [21].
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The scattering ofmultiple photonswith ﬁnite bandwidth ismuchmore complicated, as the nonlinear
emitter can induce correlations between the photons caused by elasticmulti-photon scattering processes
[22, 23]. Existingmethods for analyzing themultiple-photon scattering problem—such as the input–output
formalism [23], the real-space Bethe ansatz [24], or the Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann formalism [25]—
focus on the long-time limit of the scattered state [26] and necessitate the computation of complicated scattering
elements or Laplace transforms [27]. Another recent approach demonstrates amaster equation formalism
derived by starting from the Itō Langevin equation, where also the emitter excitation is calculated [28], although
without relating the emitter excitation to the scattering-induced correlations. Some speciﬁc considerations have
been demonstrated using awavefunction description of the system [29], e.g. the demonstration of stimulated
emission of an emitter inside awaveguide [30], and scattering of a two-photonwavepacket in a photonic tight-
bindingwaveguide [31, 32]. Applicationswhich utilize a TLE nonlinearity have been proposed, such as photon
sorters and Bell state analyzers [33]. In all these cases the nonlinearity of the emitter leads to rich scattering
dynamics and scattering-induced correlations. It is the interplay between these highly non-trivial scattering
properties and the excitation dynamics of the emitter whichwe seek to clarify in this work.
To do sowe study two-photon scattering on a quantum emitter in a one-dimensional waveguide using a
wavefunction approach, inwhich the entire system state is explicitly calculated at all times during the scattering
process, andwhich therefore provides a detailed picture of the scattering dynamics. This approach relies on a
direct solution of the Schrödinger equation by expanding the complete state in a basis formed by the TLE and the
optical waveguidemodes. This allows us to explore varyingwidths and separations of the incoming photons, and
provides a convenient and detailed visualization of the temporal dynamics of the scattering process. As a special
case, we show that the approach agrees with the above-mentionedmethods in the post-scattering limit. For co-
propagating pulses, weﬁnd that the transmission properties of the emitter depend crucially on the pulse width
and separation, with closer spaced pulses giving rise to a larger proportion of scattered light. For counter-
propagating coincident pulses weﬁnd that the emitter behaves as a nonlinear beam-splitter, andwe investigate
the quantum correlations induced in the scattered photonic state.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2we introduce themodel and formalism. In section 3we
analyse the scattering dynamics for two co-propagating photon pulses; we examine how the properties of the
scattered state depend on the emitter excitation and consider the scattering-induced correlations between the
photons. In section 4we study scattering of counter-propagating pulses, elucidating the analogy of the quantum
emitter and a nonlinear beam-splitter. Finally, in section 5we summarize our results.
2. Themodel
Themodel we study consists of a TLE coupled to an inﬁnite one-dimensional waveguide withmodes
propagating in both directions. Thismodel could be realized, for example, by a line defect in a photonic crystal
containing a quantumdot, as depicted inﬁgure 1. The complete Schrödinger pictureHamiltonian reads
= +H H HI0 , where  ω ω= + ∑λ λ λ λH c c a a0 0 † † and = ∑ +λ λ λ λ λH g a c g a c[ ]I † * † , inwhich λ is a
generalized quantumnumber describing polarization and propagation degrees of freedom, and eachmode is
described by creation and annihilation operators λa
† and λa , respectively. The TLE is described by creation and
annihilation operators c† and c and has excited state energyω0. The coupling between theTLE andmode λ is λg .
Moving into a rotating frame described by the transformation ω= − + ∑λ λ λT t t c c a a( ) exp [ i ( )]0 † † , we
ﬁnd the transformedHamiltonian = + = +∂∂H T t HT t T t H H˜ ( ) ( ) i ( ) ˜ ˜
T
t I
†
0
†
, where
 ∑ ∑Δω= = = +
λ
λ λ λ
λ
λ λ λ λH a a H H g a c g a c
˜ and ˜ , (1)I I0
† † * †⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
where Δω ω ω= −λ λ 0 is the detuning ofmode λ from the TLE emitter transition energy. From this point
onwardswework exclusively in this rotating frame.
2.1.Dynamics
For photonic applications, the TLEwould ideally couple exclusively to guidedmodes in thewaveguide, leading
to a lossless system inwhich the number of excitations is strictly conserved.Wenote that recent experimental
work has shown coupling of a quantumdot tomodes in a one-dimensional waveguidewith an efﬁciency of up to
98% [16]. In our analysis we therefore assume coupling only to thewaveguidemodes. For non-negligible loss,
e.g. due to the presence of othermodes or due to scatteringwith phonons, external reservoirs towhich the
system couplesmay be introduced. In the limit of weak coupling to a reservoir of harmonic oscillators,
dissipation rates of the system statesmay be derived [19]. Alternatively, the dynamicsmay be treated using a
quantum jump approach [34] or reduced densitymatrices [28, 35].
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The no-loss assumption allows us to expand a general state of the system in a basis spanned by the states
λ λ∣ 〉g , 1 2 and λ∣ 〉e, , where the ﬁrst index refers to the TLE in the ground (g) or excited (e) state, and the second
index labels the population of thewaveguidemode(s).We note that since the photons are fundamentally
indistinguishable, the states λ λ∣ 〉g , 1 2 and λ λ∣ 〉g , 2 1 are equivalent.
Wewrite the total state at time t as
∑ ∑ψ = +
λ λ
λ λ λ λ
λ
λ λt C t a a g C t a e( )
1
2
( ) , 0 ( ) , 0 , (2)g e† † †
1 2
1 2 1 2
where the expansion coefﬁcients λ λC t( )
g
1 2
and λC t( )
e are in the rotating frame, and∣ 〉0 indicates the vacuum state
of thewaveguide. Since =λ λa a[ , ] 0† †1 2 (and indeed λ λ λ λ∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉g g, ,1 2 2 1 ), the coefﬁcients of the two-photon
termsmust be symmetric, =λ λ λ λC t C t( ) ( )g g1 2 2 1 . Normalization of the state requires
ψ ψ〈 ∣ 〉 = ∑ ∣ ∣ + ∑ ∣ ∣ =λ λ λ λ λ λt t C t C t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1g e, 2 21 2 1 2 , andwe can interpret∑ ∣ ∣λ λC t( )
e 2 as the probability that the
TLE ismeasured in its excited state, while the probability ofmeasuring twophotons inmodes λ1 and λ2 for
λ λ≠1 2 is ∣ ∣λ λC t2 ( )g 21 2 , and∣ ∣λ λC t( )
g 2
1 1
for λ λ=1 2. Inserting equation (2) into the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation, and using theHamiltonian in equation (1) leads to a systemof coupled differential equations for the
expansion coefﬁcients:
∑Δω∂ = − −λ λ λ
λ
λ λλ
′
′ ′C t C t g C t a( ) i ( ) i 2 ( ), (3 )t
e e g
Δω Δω∂ = − + − +λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ( )( )C t C t g C t g C t b( ) i ( ) i2 ( ) ( ) . (3 )t
g g e e* *
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
For a one-dimensional waveguide, such as the photonic crystal line defect inﬁgure 1, it is reasonable to choose a
frequency spanwhere the emitter couples to only twowaveguidemodes propagating in opposite directions. In
this case, themode index λ labelsmodes described by awavenumber k, having only a single polarization, and
where a positive or negative value of k implies a waveguidemode propagating to the right or left, respectively.
With these assumptions, the sumover allmodes in thewaveguide reduces to ∫π∑ =λ →∞ −∞
∞
L klim ( 2 ) dL , with
L being the length of the 1Dwaveguide, and π L2 the spacing between themodes in reciprocal space. By deﬁning
continuousmode versions of the discrete functions and variables in equations (3b),
π′ = λλ→∞ ′C k k t L C t( , , ) lim ( 2 ) ( )g L g , π= λ→∞C k t L C t( , ) lim ( 2 ) ( )e L e , π= λ→∞g k L g( ) lim ( 2 )L ,
Δω Δω= λk( ) , we have
∫Δω∂ = − − ′ ′ ′
−∞
∞
C k t k C k t k g k C k k t a( , ) i ( ) ( , ) i 2 d ( ) ( , , ), (4 )t e e g
Δω Δω∂ = − +
− +
C k k t k k C k k t
g k C k t g k C k t b
( , , ) i[ ( ) ( )] ( , , )
i
2
[ *( ) ( , ) *( ) ( , )]. (4 )
t
g g
e e
1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 2 1
Figure 1. (Left) Illustration of a TLE embedded in a one-dimensional waveguide, exempliﬁed by a line defect in a photonic crystal slab
containing a quantumdot. (Right) Schematic illustration of the corresponding band diagram showing the slabmodes (green area)
with a bandgap (yellow area) containing a line defectmode (red line). The resonance frequency of the emitter,ω0, lies inside the
bandgap, andwe consider only propagatingmodes below the light cone (shaded grey).
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By discretizing the k-continuumofmodes, equations (4) constitute a systemof coupled linear differential
equations, inwhich the coupling constant in equations (3) corresponds to Δ→λg k g k( )with Δk being the
mode spacing in k-space. For certain input pulse shapes, equations (4) can be solved analytically [30], but in
general we solve themnumerically.We note that in contrast to the linear nature of the discretized equations, the
Heisenberg equations ofmotion for the systemoperators used in the scatteringmatrix approach result in a set of
coupled nonlinear differential equations, whose solutionmust instead be obtained using, e.g. the input–output
formalism [23].
Within theWigner–Weisskopf theory, the spontaneous emission rate of the emitter is given by
Γ π δ ω ω= ∑ ∣ ∣ −λ λ λg2 ( )2 0 , and is typically of the order∼109–1010 s−1 for quantumdots [36]; this ismuch less
than the optical carrier frequencies of the pulses, which are typically of the orderω ∼ −10 s0 15 1. Furthermore, by
assuming a smooth dispersion curve for thewaveguidemodes, e.g. as shown inﬁgure 1, thewaveguide
dispersionmay be linearized aroundω0, giving Δω ≈ ∣ ∣ −k v k k( ) ( )g 0 with the group velocity
ω= ∂ ∂ ∣ =v k( ) .g k k0
2.2. Two-photon input state
Equations (4a) and (4b) can in principle be solved for any initial state of the total system containing two
excitations. The case of a single exponentially shaped pulse scattering on an already excited TLE has been
considered using a similar approach in [30, 37].We build on these results by considering two optical pulses in
the initial state, and investigate their scattering on the TLE for various pulse widths and separations. The two-
photon input states can be experimentally produced using, for example, parametric down-conversion, as has
been demonstrated [39–41]. In general, such a process creates two correlated photons, but the properties of the
down-conversion crystal can bemodiﬁed in such away that uncorrelated photons are produced [42].
Wewrite the general formof a two-photon state as
∫ ∫β β= ′ ′ ′
−∞
∞
−∞
∞
k k k k a k a k
1
2
d d ( , ) ( ) ( ) 0 , (5)† †
with β ′k k( , ) the two-photonwavepacket given in two-dimensional k-space. The bosonic nature of the photons
implies symmetry of the two-photonwavepacket, β β′ = ′k k k k( , ) ( , ), and the normalization condition is then
∫ ∫β β β〈 ∣ 〉 = ′ ∣ ′ ∣ =−∞
∞
−∞
∞
k k k kd d ( , ) 12 . If we assume an initial condition corresponding to two photons
described by equation (5), by comparisonwith equation (2) weﬁnd the corresponding initial conditions for the
wavefunction coefﬁcients =C k( , 0) 0e and β′ = ′C k k k k( , , 0) ( , )g .
Wewrite a general symmetric two-photonGaussian state as β β β′ = ′ + ′k k K k k k k( , ) ( , ) ( , )0 0⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ with
β ξ ξ′ = − + ′ − ′( )k k f k k k k k k( , ) ( ) ( ), (6)0 p,1 p,2 1 2
whereξ σ π σ= − − − −− −k z k k k k( ) exp i ( ) ( ) (2 )i i i i i i1 2 1 4 0, p, p, 2 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ is aGaussian single-photonwavepacket
withσi describing the spectral width, z i0, the initial position of the pulse center, andwhere positive and negative
kp,1orkp,2 correspond towavepackets propagating to the right and left respectively.K is a normalization
parameter, and ′f k k( , ) is a function describing phasematching, which for simplicitymay be assumed to be a
Gaussian, σ= −f k k( ) exp (2 )2 p2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [43]. The correlation between the two photons is described by the parameter
σp, which for parametric down-converted photons corresponds to the bandwidth of the pump laser [43]. The
correlation parameterσp is inversely proportional to the correlation length between the photons, and thus
σ → ∞p corresponds to fully uncorrelated photons, and in such a case β ′k k( , )0 factorizes into two single-photon
wavepackets.We also deﬁne the real-space representation of the two-photonwave-packet by the Fourier
transform
∫ ∫β π β′ = ′ ′−∞
∞
−∞
∞
+ ′ ′z z k k k k( , )
1
2
d d ( , )e . (7)kz k zi i
In addition to the two-photonwavepacket, described by the functions β ′k k( , ) and β ′z z( , ), it is also useful
to deﬁne the expectation value of the photon density at a time t and position z as
ψ ψ= 〈 ∣ ∣ 〉N z t t a z a z t( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† , where ∫π= −a z ka k( ) (2 ) d ( )e kz1 2 i annihilates a photon at position z. This
function has units of −m 1, and describes the distribution of energy in thewaveguide. In terms of the
wavefunction coefﬁcients its explicit form is given by
∫ ∫ ∫π π= ′ ′ +−∞
∞
−∞
∞
′
−∞
∞
N z t k k C k k t k C k t( , ) 2 d
1
2
d ( , , )e
1
2
d ( , )e , (8)g k z e kzi
2
i
2
and since a lossless system is assumed, the number of excitations is conserved andwe ﬁnd∫ =−∞
∞
z N z td ( , ) 2 at
all times.
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To gain some intuition as to how these three descriptions of the two-photon state appear, we ﬁrst consider
three different input states in thewaveguide containing noTLE (such that wavepackets propagate along the
waveguide but no other dynamics are present). The three rows inﬁgure 2 correspond to the absolute value of the
initial real-space photonwavepacket β∣ ′ ∣z z( , ) , the initial k-spacewavepacket β∣ ′ ∣k k( , ) , and the photon density
as a function of timeN z t( , ), for input states which correspond to two coincident uncorrelated photons of equal
width (column (a)), two spatially separated uncorrelated photons of different width (column (b)), and two
coincident highly-correlated photons (column (c)).We note that in comparing columns (a) and (b), the
separated nature of the two pulses in (b) is clearly visible, as too is the inequality of the two pulsewidths, as is
evident from the elliptical shape of thewavepactet amplitudes in the top row.We also see oscillations appearing
the k-space representation for the spatially separated pulses in column (b). These oscillations have a period
∣ − ∣−z z0,1 0,2 1 and are a signature of interference between the two separated pulses. For the correlated pulses in
column (c)we see that thewavepacket is elongated along the diagonal line = ′z z in real-space, and along the
= − ′k k direction in frequency space. Thismeans that positionmeasurements of the two photonswill share
positive correlations, whereas frequencymeasurements will be anti-correlated. Finally, we note that the photon
density plots in the lower rowprovide uswith an overall picture of the dynamics for all times, but do not capture
all the features present in the photonwavepackets.
3. Co-propagating pulses
Wenow turn to themain focus of this work, and consider the evolution of the two photon state as it scatters on a
TLE placed inside thewaveguide. In order to solve equations (4a) and (4b), we discretize the continuumof
waveguidemodes and numerically solve the resultingﬁnite set of differential equations. In the following
calculations we assume frequency-independent coupling constants, =g k g( ) , which is well justiﬁed owing to
the assumption that the TLE linewidth is narrow compared to the carrier frequency of thewavepackets; in
general, the approachwe use allows for frequency dependent coupling constants, which could be relevant, for
example, when considering coupling to optical cavities [44]. Convergence tests were performed by comparison
Figure 2.Absolute value of the two-photonwavepacket in real space, β∣ ′ ∣z z( , ) (upper row), in reciprocal space, β∣ ′ ∣k k( , ) (middle
row), and the photon densityN z t( , ) (lower row) for three different two-photon states, andwith no emitter positioned in the
waveguide. The three columns correspond to initial photonic states which are co-propagating coincident uncorrelated pulses of equal
width (σ σ= = 21 2 , = ′ = −z z 20,1 0,2 , andσ → ∞p , column (a)), uncorrelated spatially separated pulses of unequal widths (σ = 21 ,
σ = 42 , = −z 20,1 , ′ = −z 40,2 , andσ → ∞p , column (b)), and coincident highly correlated pulses of equal width (σ σ= = 21 2 ,
= ′ = −z z 20,1 0,1 , andσ σ= (3 4)p 1, column (c)).
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with thewell-known scattering properties of a single photon [21], and to analytical expressions for the induced
TLE excitation probability obtained by solving equations (4a) and (4b) for a two-photonGaussian input pulse
(using themethod of [29, 30]). Our results in the long-time limit agree with the scatteringmatrix approach of
[23, 26]. In all plots, parameters with units of time or length are normalized toΓ−1 and Γvg respectively. A pulse
with a spectral width ofσ = 1 thus corresponds to a spatial width of Γvg and a temporal width ofΓ−1. Finally,
for plotting in z-space, we used a frequency ofω = −10 s0 15 1.
3.1. Scattering dynamics
As an illustrative example of two-photon scattering, weﬁrst consider the scattering of two identical, coincident
and uncorrelated single-photon pulses with carrier frequencies resonant with the TLE. Except for the inclusion
of a TLE here, the input is identical to that of column (a) inﬁgure 2; both photons are initially located left of the
TLE, = <z z 00,1 0,2 , and propagate to the right, = >k k 0p,1 p,2 . On the left ofﬁgure 3we show the photon
densityN z t( , ), which represents the expectation value of positionmeasurements of the two photons overmany
scattering events.We see that part of the energy is transmitted, and part is reﬂected.On the incoming side of the
emitter ( <z 0), a standingwave pattern is clearly visible, which is a result of interference between the incoming
and reﬂected part of the pulse.
The upper row on the right shows the evolution of the spatial wavepacket at three representative times,
corresponding to the onset of the scattering t=3.0, during the scattering t=4.7, and in the post-scattering long-
time limit t=10.0.We notice that after the scattering event, both photons clearly propagate away from the TLE
as expected. Additionally, the scattered state contains all possible spatial conﬁgurations of the photons: both
being in the region right of the TLE, ‘RR’, one on each side, ‘LR’, and both photons to the left of the TLE, ‘LL’. An
equivalent conclusionmay also be drawn from thewavepacket in k-space as shown in the lower row ofﬁgure 3,
where the scattered ﬁeld has components propagating in the ‘RR’, ‘LR’, or ‘LL’ directions. Due to the bosonic
nature of the photons, the conﬁgurations ‘LR’ and ‘RL’ cannot be distinguished. At early times, e.g. at t=3.0 in
ﬁgure 3, the scattering is dominated by single photon processes, which can be seen by the fact that the two-
photonwavepacket is elongated along the k and k′ axes. Thismeans that only a single photon has been
broadened by its interactionwith the TLE emitter, whilst the other remains unchanged. At larger times, features
of two-photon scattering processes appear, which can be seen by themore complex shapes of the two-photon
wavepackets.We discuss these features inmore detail below.
It is interesting to compare the scattering dynamics inﬁgure 3with the case of two pulses which are
sufﬁciently separated in space such that the TLE excitation induced by the ﬁrst pulse has essentially decayed
before the arrival of the second pulse. This is shown inﬁgure 4, and in this case the scattering behaviour
resembles two ‘copies’ of the single-photon scattering case [21]. Even though the carrier frequency of the pulse is
resonant with the TLE, a non-zero transmission is obtained in this single-photon scattering limit because of the
ﬁnite temporal widths of the input pulses. These features are in contrast to the case inwhich a spectrally narrow
continuouswave pulse is incident on the emitter, which gives zero transmission on resonance because of
Figure 3. Left: photon density,N z t( , ) for an initially uncorrelated (σ → ∞p ) coincident two-photon state scattering on an emitter
placed at z=0, usingwidthsσ σ= = 11 2 and initial centre positions = = −z z 30,1 0,2 . The position of the emitter at z=0 is indicated
by the black solid line. Right: absolute value of the two-photonwavepacket shown at three representative times during the scattering
event, both in z-space (upper row) and k-space (lower row). In the k-space plots, we showonly the regions centred around
′ = ±k k k, 0, whichwe label LL (origin − −k k( , )0 0 ), RR (origin k k( , )0 0 ), LR (origin −k k( , )0 0 ), andRL (origin −k k( , )0 0 ).
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destructive interference between the scattered and inputﬁelds [18, 19]. In this single-photon scattering limit, the
TLE fully reﬂects frequency components of the incoming pulse which are close to the TLE resonance, as no two-
photon processes are apparent. Hence, the spectrumof the transmitted pulse does not contain components at
these frequencies, see e.g. the spectrum inﬁgure 4 at t=11.9. This is in contrast to the coincident case inﬁgure 3,
where two-photon processes allow for transmission of pulse components close to the TLE resonance.
During the initial phase of the scattering, the k-spacewavefunctions in bothﬁgures 3 and 4 broaden and
demonstrate interactionwith states which are detuned from the TLEby several TLE linewidths. Thismay be seen
at times t= 3.0 and t=4.7 inﬁgure 3, but these frequencies do not appear in the ﬁnal scattered state at t=10.0.
This phenomenonmay be understood as arising from the energy-time uncertainty relation, as processes taking
place at short times allow for larger uncertainties in energy. Lastly, for the case of spatially separated pulses in
ﬁgure 4, a dip is present in the transmittedwaveguide excitation. This feature is a consequence of destructive
interference between the initial photonwavepacket and the emitted photon, andmanifests in the formof a dip in
the spectrumof the transmitted pulse at the emitter transition frequency [21]. This dip is not apparent in the plot
ofN z t( , ) for the case of two initially coincident pulses inﬁgure 3, but is present in the two-photonwavepacket
in z-space as indicated for t=10.0. Physically, itmeans that a photonmay be detected at a position
corresponding to the dip, but if theﬁrst photon is detected there, the probability of detecting the second photon
at that position is zero, exemplifying that the single-photon scattering featuresmanifest themselves in two-
photon scattering, although theymay not be apparent from the photon densityN z t( , ).
To summarize, we have illustrated the full scattering dynamics of two photons on aTLE by calculating the
total system state at all times. For well-separated uncorrelated single-photon pulses, the dynamicsmay bewell
approximated by the single-photon results [21]. As the displacement between the pulses becomes smaller, non-
trivial dynamics can be induced due to the saturation of the TLE. The approachwe use here naturally
accommodates this regime of two photon scattering.
3.2. Transmission and reﬂection properties
In order to investigate the transmission properties of the TLE, we consider the relative number of photons
propagating to the left and right during the scattering process.We can calculate the total number of photons
propagating to the right as
∫ ψ ψ= ∞N t k t a k a k t( ) d ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (9)R
0
†
∫ ∫ ∫= ′ ′ +∞
−∞
∞ ∞
k k C k k t k C k t2 d d ( , , ) d ( , ) , (10)g e
0
2
0
2
while the total number propagating to the left, ∫ ψ ψ= 〈 ∣ ∣ 〉−∞N t k t a k a k t( ) d ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )L
0 † , is given by a similar
expressionwith the integration range over k changed to −∞] ; 0]. The excitation probability of the TLE is given
by
Figure 4. Left: photon density,N z t( , ) for an uncorrelated (σ → ∞p ) two-photon state scattering on the emitter placed at z=0, using
widthsσ σ= = 11 2 and initial centre positions = −z 30,1 and = −z 90,2 . The position of the emitter at z=0 is indicated by the black
solid line. Right: absolute value of the two-photonwavefunction shown at three different times during the scattering event, both in z-
space (upper row) and k-space (lower row). In the k-plots, only the regions centred around ′ = ±k k k, 0 are shown.
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∫ψ ψ= =
−∞
∞
P t t c c t k C k t( ) ( ) ( ) d ( , ) , (11)e e†
2
and normalization of the total state ensures + + =N t N t P t( ) ( ) ( ) 2eR L ; there is a total of two excitations in the
system at all times.We therefore deﬁne the relative transmission to the right and left as =T t N t( ) ( ) 2R R and
=T t N t( ) ( ) 2L L .
Inﬁgure 5(a)we show the left and right transmission coefﬁcients, together with the TLE excitation as a
function of time, for the two cases of perfectly overlapping (solid) and non-overlapping pulses (dashed)
introduced in ﬁgures 3 and 4 respectively. From these plots a clear reduction in the reﬂective nature of the TLE
when the two pulses are coincident is evident, clearly illustrating that the ﬁrst photon induces partial
transparency in the TLE,minimizing the interaction between the TLE and the second photon1. Also evident is a
temporal delay between excitation of the TLE and the accumulation of the reﬂected ﬁeld, demonstrating non-
instant scattering due to theﬁnite decay rate of the TLE.
The transmission and reﬂection coefﬁcients do not contain information regarding scattering-induced
correlations between the photons, and to that endwe deﬁne scattering probabilities for the three possible
directional outcomes of the scattering process. In the long-time limit, the probability that both photons
propagate to the right is given by
∫ ∫ ψ ψ= ′ ′ ′
→∞
∞ ∞
P k k t a k a k a k a k t
1
2
lim d d ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (12)
t
RR
0 0
† †
∫ ∫= ′ ′
→∞
∞ ∞
k k C k k tlim d d ( , , ) , (13)
t
g
0 0
2
whilePLL is given by a similar expressionwith the integration ranges changed to −∞] ; 0]. The probability of
having one photon travelling in each of the two directions is
∫ ∫= ′ ′
→∞ −∞
∞
P t k k C k k t( ) 2 lim d d ( , , ) . (14)
t
g
LR
0
0
2
The scattering probabilities PRR,PLR, andPLL are thus obtained by integrating the two-photonwavepacket over
the corresponding quadrant(s) inﬁgures 3 or 4 in either z- or k-space.
At long timeswell past the scattering event, when the TLE has fully decayed to its ground state, the
probabilities we have deﬁned satisfy + + =P P P 1RR LL LR . In contrast to the quantitiesTR andTL, the
probabilitiesPRR,PLL, andPLR contain information regarding the directional correlation between the individual
photons. The correlations depend crucially on thewidth of the photonwavepacket, as well as the initial emitter
excitation. To investigate this,ﬁgure 5(b) shows the directional scattering probabilities as a function of thewidth
of two equal coincident input pulses, togetherwith themaximal emitter excitation,Pe,max. The scattering of
Figure 5. (a) TransmissionT t( )R (blue) and reﬂectionT t( )L (green), together with relative TLE excitation,P t( ) 2e (red), for
parameters corresponding to the two cases of perfectly overlapping (solid) and non-overlapping (dashed) pulses shown inﬁgures 3
and 4 respectively. (b)MaximumTLE excitation and the directional scattering probabilities as a function of the wavepacket k-space
width, σ, for two coincident but uncorrelated, single-photon pulseswith the samewidth and carrier frequency, resonantwith the TLE
transition.
1
Due to the symmetry, themaximumachievable TLE excitation for a single-pulse excitation from a single side is 1/2, which is obtained for a
pulse with a temporal shapewhich is exactly the inverse of a pulse emitted by the TLE [45]. Such a pulse would render the TLE completely
transparent.
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monochromatic pulses (inﬁnitely small σ) is well-known [18, 19]; all of the pulse is reﬂectedwhen the carrier
frequency is resonant with the emitter transition, agreeingwith our results here in the limit of a small σ. Here the
TLE excitation remains low due to the low optical power in the pulse. Spectrally broad pulses have a small
overlapwith the TLE in k-space, resulting in a small degree of interaction and thus also a low value ofPe,max and a
high value ofPRR. The largestPe,max is obtained forσ Γ∼ vg which is also the parameter regimewhere PLR
dominates. This occurs when the spectral overlap between thewavepacket of the input state and theTLE
emission spectrum is large.
4. Counter-propagating pulses
Wenow turn to the case where the TLE is illuminated by two counter-propagating single-photon pulses, one
photon from each side of the TLE. The correspondingwaveguide excitation dynamics is shown inﬁgure 6, for
excitation pulses with a carrier frequency resonant with the TLE transition energy. Due to the symmetry of the
scattering problem around z=0, the expectation value of the photon density is the same for the left and right
propagating components of the pulse.
Closer inspection of the two-photonwavepacket on the right ofﬁgure 6 reveals interesting features regarding
the induced correlations.We see thatPLR ismuch smaller thanPRR andPLL. This indicates a strong directional
correlation between the two scattered photons as the ﬁnal state suggests both photonswill bemeasured
propagating in the same directionwith high probability.We note that this property cannot be inferred from the
photon density plot. This phenomenon is analogous to thewell-known two-photon interference which gives
rise to theHong–Ou–Mandel dip, wherein two identical photons impinging fromopposite sides of an optical
beam-splitter coalesce and aremeasured in the same output arm [46]. In the present case, however, the effect is
only partial due to the non-zero spectral width of the input pulses and the TLE saturation, and as a consequence
PLR is not zero. This beam splitter-like effect has been observed in [47] for coupled optical waveguides described
by a tight-bindingmodel between the individual sites.
4.1. Induced correlations
Wenow turn our attention to the correlations induced in the two-photon-state as a result of the scattering
process. First, it is important to establish inwhich degrees of freedom the photons can be correlated.We
distinguish between two correlation types, whichwe refer to as ‘directional’ and ‘modal’. Directional
correlations are those present inmeasurement statistics acquired fromdetecting the direction of propagation of
each of the two photons, and are captured by the quantities Pij for ∈i j{ , } {R, L}. If the propagation direction of
one photon depends on themeasured propagation direction of the other, the two are said to have directional
correlations.Modal correlations, on the other hand, are concernedwithmeasurement statistics obtainedwhen
detecting the position of each photon, assuming a given conﬁguration of propagation directions. Thesemodal
correlations are contained in the correlation parameterσp, deﬁned for the input state in equation (6).Modal
correlations aremore traditionally described in terms of thewell-known second order g(2) correlation function
Figure 6. Left: photon density,N z t( , ) for an initially uncorrelated (σ → ∞p ) two-photon state scattering on the emitter placed at
z=0, using pulse widthsσ σ= = 0.51 2 and initial centre positions = = −z z 60,1 0,2 . The position of the emitter at z=0 is indicated by
the black line. Absolute value of the two-photonwavefunction shown at three different times during the scattering event, both in z-
space (upper row) and k-space (lower row). In the k-space plots, only the intervals centred at ′ = ±k k k, 0 are shown.
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[48], which is typically employedwhen describing intensity correlations. A generic two-photon statemay be
correlated according to one of thesemeasures, but fully uncorrelated in the other. Figure 2(c) shows an example
of such a state. The elliptical shape of thewavepacket in real-space is a signature ofmodal correlations, but the
state can have no directional correlations, since both photons are propagating to the right.
The scattering of co-propagating photons shown inﬁgure 6 induces strong directional correlations.Modal
correlations are also induced, as can be seen from the elliptical shape of thewavefunction in z-space and k-space,
meaning that the emitted photons are anti-correlated in k-space and correlated in z-space. This can be further
appreciated by comparisonwith the state shown inﬁgure 2(c), whichwas deﬁned to havemodal correlations.
These correlations have been demonstrated in previous works both theoretically [29] and experimentally [49]
for co-propagating photons. The induced anti-correlation in k-space can be understood as a four-wavemixing
process, where elastic scattering of two photons of almost identical energy results in one photonwith higher
energy and onewith lower energy. This gives rise to the elliptical shape of thewavefunction in k-space, cf the
spectrum inﬁgure 6 at t=12.0. The correlation in z-space implies a larger probability of detecting the second
photon spatially close to theﬁrst, i.e. photon bunching.Modal correlations such as these are not present in the
scattered state from a conventional linear optical beam splitter; themodal entanglement observed here is caused
by a nonlinear scattering process between the incoming and emitted photons, which ismediated by the
excitation of the TLE.
4.2. Induced entanglement
In order to relate the induced quantum correlations in the photonic state to the TLE excitation dynamics, we
require ameasure of the induced correlations, which can be facilitated by entanglement theory. There are several
proposals in the literature of how to quantify the degree of entanglement (quantum correlations) between
individual subsystems [50–52], particularly for distinguishable systems each of whichmay be in one of only two
states, e.g. two spatially separated spin-half particles. Thesemeasures include the ﬁdelity, the concurrence, the
negativity, and the entropy of entanglement [7], each of which has a different operationalmeaning, andmay be
more or less appropriate given the problem at hand. For two indistinguishable particles e.g. two bosons in the
same two-photonHilbert space, extensions to the distinguishable case have to bemade [53–55]. If the
indistinguishable bosons can each occupymore than two states, as is the case for the state expressed by
equation (2) (where the number of states is equal to the dimension of each particle sub-Hilbert space), there are
fewerways to quantify the entanglement. Among these is the vonNeumann entropy of the reduced single-
particle densitymatrix [54, 56], which quantiﬁes themodal entanglement by the degree towhich the state of the
second photon is affected by a k-spacemeasurement on theﬁrst.
In order to explore the extent towhich our systembehaves as a beam-splitter, we quantify the amount of
directional entanglement present in the scattered state. To do this, the two-photon statemay be projected onto a
two-dimensionalHilbert space with each photon being in either a left or a right propagating state, giving three
basis states,∣ 〉LL ,∣ 〉LR , and ∣ 〉RR . This projected system is identical to the case of two indistinguishable two-state
particles discussed above, for which the entanglementmay be quantiﬁed by theﬁdelity, i.e. by comparison to a
maximally entangled state.We focus here only on entangled states with a different number of particles in each
direction and thus compare to two of the four Bell-states only
Φ = ±± 1
2
[ LL RR ]. (15)
Here∣ 〉LL and∣ 〉RR are states with the samemodal correlations as the parts of the calculated scattered state where
both photons propagate to the left or both to the right, respectively. For pure states as in equation (2), the
ﬁdelities with respect to themaximally entangled states are deﬁned as the overlap between the scattered state and
themaximally entangled state, Φ ψ= ∣〈 ∣ 〉∣± ±F 2 [7], with this deﬁnition of∣ 〉LL and∣ 〉RR as stated above, the
ﬁdelity solelymeasure the directionally induced correlations, whereas a perfect 50–50 beam splitter would have a
ﬁdelity of 1. Theﬁdelities exceed 1/2 only if ψ∣ 〉 is a non-classical state, and can therefore be interpreted as a
measure of the directional entanglement.
For two identical photons scattering on the TLE from each side, as inﬁgure 6, the input state has =±F 0, as
the overlapwith the initial state∣ 〉LR is zero. Theﬁdelity for the scattered state is shown inﬁgure 7 for varying
widths of the input pulses. The correlated input state, where both photons have a larger probability of scattering
on the TLE at the same time, leads to a smallerﬁdelity at the output than for two uncorrelated photons at the
input. For the initially correlated states, such as that shown in inﬁgure 2(c), the spectrumof the photons is
tighter than the uncorrelated case inﬁgure 2(a), but the spatial distribution is broadened, resulting in a lower
probability of having both of the photons at the TLE at the same time; this decreases the induced correlations and
correspondingly leads to a smallerﬁdelity.
In the limit of large σ, only a small fraction of the pulse interacts with the TLE, giving aﬁdelity which
approaches zero. In the small σ limit, the incoming pulse is temporally broad, resulting in a low light intensity at
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the TLEposition at all times, and hence, to a good approximation, the TLE remains in its ground state. As the
TLE only induces nonlinearities when it is excited, a two-photon packet with small σ scatters as if the two
photonswere scattering individually on the TLE, giving the scattered state∣ 〉LR .We note that themaximum
ﬁdelity is obtainedwhen the linewidth of theGaussian input pulses is comparable with the decay rate of the TLE.
In this case excitation of the TLE is high, and a highly directionally entangled state is produced.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed awavefunction approach to study the scattering of two photons on aTLE in a
one-dimensional waveguide. Ourmethod beneﬁts from the simplemathematical form, and provides the full
temporal dynamics of the scattering event, as well as a detailed description of the scattering-induced
correlations. For co-propagating pulses, we saw that the excitation of the emitter strongly inﬂuences its
transparency. This results in transmission and reﬂection coefﬁcients which depend sensitively on the separation
between the two input pulses. For counter-propagating pulses, the emitter–waveguide system shows beam-
splitter like features, generating directional correlations in the scattered two-photon state, occurringmost
strongly when the emitter excitation is largest. Unlike a conventional linear optical beam-splitter, however, the
ﬁnite decay rate of the emitter introduces nonlinearities whichmanifest as additional bunching effects. Finally,
we note that ourmodel could be extended tomore complicated scattering scenarios, such as several quantum
dotswith possibly additional levels [57–59]. The numerical approachwe use also allows for the investigation of
the role of waveguide dispersion, as well as non-Markovian coupling to the scattering object by including
frequency-dependent coupling coefﬁcients in the system, whichwe plan to investigate in futurework.
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